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The RateCity Bank account awards celebrate financial institutions who consistently offer competitive 

transaction accounts to Australian consumers.



The award winners are chosen using our market-leading Real Time Ratings™ system, which gives 

every bank account in our database a score out of five based on features, perks, fees and 

functionality, tested against everyday transaction scenarios.



Importantly, these scores are calculated every day, capturing interest rate changes as they happen – 

a factor missed by some awards programs. 



To determine the Gold Award winners, we average the daily Real Time Ratings™ scores over a three-

month period.



While these industry awards recognise consistent performers, when selecting a bank account, 

people should refer to the most current Real Time Ratings™ scores on our website, alongside other 

key product information and consider their own personal financial needs.
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RateCity’s Real Time Ratings™ gives each bank account a score out of five, based on its 

advertised features and fees and tested against a typical customer. More information on how the 

scores are calculated can be found here.

How Real Time Ratings™ are calculated

Eligibility

All financial institutions in the RateCity database are considered in the awards, provided they 

meet the criteria and are available on the day the awards are finalised. The awards exclude 

accounts for people under 25 years of age and those for pensioners.



Financial institutions that have been in the market for less than three months are still eligible 

for an award, however, on the days they were not in the market they will receive a score of 

zero.



To ensure integrity in our awards process, RateCity does not charge financial institutions to 

be listed, rated, or to receive an award.

https://www.ratecity.com.au/bank-accounts/real-time-ratings
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Criteria and testing scenarios
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Best Bank Account

Each product is scored against important bank account features including:

- Account keeping fees.


- Access to the New Payments Platform (NPP).


- ATM fees charged by financial institutions and third-party providers


(domestic and international).


- Currency conversion fees.


- Payment options (Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay).


- Branch access.


- Managing foreign currencies (ability to hold foreign currencies and cost to


transfer to foreign accounts).


- Access to a banking app.


- Perks.

Perks calculations: includes vouchers, sign-up bonuses, cashback specials,

frequent flyer points and free items. Calculations are based on the value of the

perk(s) in the first year of opening the account based on the transaction habits 

ofan everyday Australian. This includes:

• Average account balance: $1,000


• Amount deposited each month: Approx. $5,000


• Number of visa debit purchases per day: 2
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COMPLIANCE DISCLOSURE and LIABILITY DISCLAIMER

To the extent that the information in this document is general advice, this advice has been prepared by RateCity Pty Limited ABN 12 122


743 542 Australian Financial Services Licence (“AFSL”) and Australian Credit Licence number 316710 (“RateCity”). The information has


been prepared without taking into account your individual investment objectives, financial circumstances or needs. Before you decide


whether or not to acquire a particular financial product you should assess whether it is appropriate for you in the light of your own


personal circumstances, having regard to your own objectives, financial situation and needs. Consider the Target Market Determination


(TMD) before making a purchase decision. Contact the product issuer directly for a copy of the TMD. You may wish to obtain financial


advice from a suitably qualified adviser before making any decision to acquire a financial product. RateCity provides information about


credit products. It is not a credit provider and in giving you information it is not making any suggestion or recommendation to you about 

a particular credit product. Please refer to RateCity’s FSCG for more information.

The information in this document must not be copied or otherwise reproduced, repackaged, further transmitted, transferred,


disseminated, redistributed or resold, or stored for subsequent use for any purpose, in whole or in part, in any form or manner or by


means whatsoever, by any person without RateCity’s prior written consent.



All information obtained by RateCity from external sources is believed to be accurate and reliable. Under no circumstances shall 

RateCity have any liability to any person or entity due to error (negligence or otherwise) or other circumstances or contingency within or 

outside the control of RateCity or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents in connection with the procurement, collection, 

compilation, analysis, interpretation, communication, publication, or delivery of any such information.



The ratings and awards results do not include all providers and may not compare all features relevant to you. The rating or award is only


one factor to take into account when considering these products. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.


Reference to third party products, services or other information by trade name, trademark or otherwise does not constitute or imply


endorsement, sponsorship or recommendation of RateCity by the respective trademark owner.



Copyright 2024 RateCity Pty Limited ABN 12 122 743 542.

https://www.ratecity.com.au/fscg

